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The auxiliary-field Monte Carlo~AFMC! is a method for computing ground-state and excited-state
energies and other properties of electrons in molecules. For a given basis set, AFMC is an
approximation to full-configuration interaction and the accuracy is determined predominantly by an
inverse temperature ‘‘b’’ parameter. A considerable amount of the dynamical correlation energy is
recovered even at small values ofb. Yet, nondynamical correlation energy is inefficiently treated by
AFMC. This is because the statistical error grows withb, warranting increasing amount of Monte
Carlo sampling. A recently introduced multi-determinant variant of AFMC is studied, and the
method can be tuned by balancing the sizes of the determinantal space and theb-parameter with
respect to a predefined target accuracy. The well-tempered AFMC is considerably more efficient
than a naı¨ve AFMC. As a welcome ‘‘byproduct’’ low lying excitation energies of the molecule are
supplied as well. We demonstrate the principles on dissociating hydrogen molecule and torsion of
ethylene where we calculate the~unoptimized! torsional barrier and the vertical singlet-triplet
splitting. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630020#

I. INTRODUCTION

Possessing the detailed structure of excited state molecu-
lar potential energy surfaces~PESs! is a prerequisite for un-
derstanding and controlling many of their properties. Numer-
ous important biological processes, such as photosynthesis or
the vision, involve dynamics on the excited state PESs. Yet,
excited state PESs are in general poorly known. The reason
is that it is usually much more difficult to compute excited
state than the ground state potentials. Several difficulties are
encountered in the process. For example, a proper basis set
should include also diffuse functions. Moreover, the dense
manifold of electronic excited states sometimes severely
complicates the problem because they tend to mix when in-
sufficient degree of correlation is used.

The development of methods for excited states is an on
going effort since the first days of quantum chemistry. An
often used method is the multireference double configuration
interaction~MRDCI! method,1 which often yields good ex-
cited state energies. Another successful approach is the
second-order perturbation theory within a complete active
space~CASPT2! method which can deliver in certain cases
very accurate description of electronically excited states.2

This method relies on complete active space self-consistent
field ~CASSCF! which has a high numerical complexity and
thus correlates only a small number of electrons in a re-
stricted space of molecule orbitals. Recently methods relying
on time-dependent density functional theory3 ~TDDFT! have
been shown to provide useful excitation energies4 and other
observables concerning the potential energy surfaces.5 While
being considerably less sensitive to system size, these meth-
ods sometimes deliver highly accurate excitation energies.

Yet, the current versions of TDDFT methods are not general
enough. They do describe quantitatively Rydberg states,6,7

electron-transfer processes,8 and anions.7 Thus, present day
capability concerning excited molecular state is still an open
problem and there is need for new accurate methods which
can act as benchmarks for the rapidly developing TDDFT.

Among the multitude of quantum chemistry approaches,
Monte Carlo methods hold a special place, delivering the
hope of rigorous convergence while alleviating abuse of
computer memory and power in large systems.9–12 The most
popular approaches, variational, diffusion, and Green’s func-
tion Monte Carlo, are especially useful for the ground state
energy calculations. These methods are attractive because
they are essentially free of basis set errors. Yet systematic,
uncontrollable, errors do come in—through the fixed nodes
approximation.13 Removing or alleviating the fixed node ap-
proximation has been shown to be a practical method only
for small number of electrons~less than five!. Even for three
electrons there are still unresolved claims that biases exist in
the Green’s function Monte Carlo, when the fixed node ap-
proximation is not used.14 The fixed nodes also prevent cor-
related sampling of, for example, forces, and special methods
for alleviating this need to be applied.15

This article concentrates on a relatively new Monte
Carlo method for electronic structure, the auxiliary field
Monte Carlo~AFMC!. The great benefit of the method is that
it is essentially free of fixed node approximations. AFMC
was developed and used in several fields of physics in pio-
neering work by several authors.16–22Application of AFMC
to molecular electronic structure problems was unsuccessful
due to very large statistical fluctuations. This problem essen-
tially prevented progress until the development of the shifted
contour AMFC by Rom and Neuhauser.23 Analysis of the
method and demonstration of its utility has been published in
several studies.11,24–27As mentioned above, the greatest ad-
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vantage of the method, over other Monte Carlo approaches
to electronic structure, is theabsenceof the uncontrolled
fixed node approximation. This makes the method more ex-
pensive in individual energy calculations. However, there is
an added value for the increased price: the possibility to per-
form correlated sampling. This has been established in sev-
eral studies: calculation of spectroscopic constants,28 calcu-
lation of deformation barriers,29 and determination of singlet-
triplet splittings.30

As an alternative to ‘‘conventional’’ electronic structure
methods, Monte Carlo techniques have had a hard time to
compete with less rigorous but deterministic methods, such
as the truncated coupled-cluster approaches. The primary
reason for this is that the deterministic methods enjoy fortu-
itous error cancellations. This is noticeable when determin-
istic methods are pushed to their rigorous limits.31 Another
reason is thefixed node approximation, which despite some
impressive achievements32–36 is limited in going beyond the
single-energy calculations.

This present article discusses the relation of various
sources of errors in AFMC: the finite time step, the statistical
error ~SE!, and the finiteb parameter~to be defined in Sec.
II !. We also discuss the dependence of these errors on the
size of a multi-determinantal space in which AFMC is per-
formed. One important conclusion is that it is important to
balance the method by a suitable tuning of the various con-
vergence parameters—arriving at a well-tempered AFMC.
Another conclusion is that a suitable choice of the multi-
determinantal space allows the full CI quality computation of
excited state surfaces, within the given basis set. We demon-
strate these points on the potential surfaces of hydrogen and
ethylene.

II. AFMC THEORY AND APPLICATION

A. Review of AFMC theory

The basic utility of AFMC is its practically unrivalled
ability to compute the following matrix elements related to
any two determinantal wave functionsF i andF j :

Smn5^Fmue2bĤuFn&Hmn5^FmuĤe2bĤuFn&, ~2.1!

whereĤ is the full Hamiltonian~within a given one-electron
basis set! andFm andFn (m,n51,...,K) areK arbitraryNe

electron determinantal wave functions containingNe orbitals
spanned by the basis set. These orbitals are usually obtained
from Hartree–Fock calculation. Yet they are not limited to
this choice and multi-configuration self-consistent-field
theory, natural orbitals from various choice of CI or even
density functional orbitals.

The basic idea of AFMC is the use of a well-known
integral transform (V.0):

e2~1/2!Vr2
5A V

2p E eiVsre2~1/2!Vs2
ds ~2.2!

for converting the Boltzmann operatore2DbĤ where Ĥ in-
cludes two-electron interactions into a weighted sum of Bolt-
zmann operators describing noninteracting electrons. The in-
tegration variables of Eq. ~2.2! is called an ‘‘auxiliary

density.’’37 On the left-hand side the exponent includes a
quadratic term inr while on the right-hand side the exponent
includes a linear term. The connection to electronic structure,
is evident:r is taken not as a number but as a one-particle
operatorr̂ I[r̂ i j ~see Appendix A for a review of notation!.
We then have

e2~1/2!rTVrDb

5AdetS V
Db

2p D E eisTVr̂Dbe2~1/2!sTVsDb dN2
s. ~2.3!

Here we used the fact thatV, the matrix of two-electron
integrals, is positive definite. This identity is called the
Hubbard–Stratonovich transformation. In Appendices A and
B we review the basic theory, showing that the matrix ele-

ment of a Boltzmann operatore2bĤ can be written as a
functional average@Eq. ~B1!#, while the matrix elements of

Ĥe2bĤ are analogously given by

^C i uĤe2ĤDbuC j&

5N83^^C i uĤ `̂ei *~s~b!2 ia~b!!TVr̂dbuC j&&s~b,VDb! . ~2.4!

B. Multi-determinantal AFMC

Having an in-principle accurate method for calculating
the quantities of Eq.~2.1!, for a givenb, we discuss how to
use this tool, namely how theM lowesteigenenergies ofĤ
~of given symmetry and spin! can be calculated. We assert
that these are accessible by solving the generalizedK3K
(K>M ) eigenvalue problem:

HC5SCE. ~2.5!

All matrices in Eq.~2.5! are K3K and E is diagonal,
holding the approximate eigenenergies. The utility in work-
ing with a largeK will become evident in the sections to
come. We profit twice: increasing the efficiency of the
ground state calculates and obtaining excited state informa-
tion.

C. Computer program— GSAFMC

The computational application of AFMC starts where a
conventional self-consistent field~SCF! electronic structure
treatment ends. We have therefore written a computer pro-
gram,GSAFMC, which performs an AFMC calculation based
on an output file of aGAMESS~US! program. The basic algo-
rithm of the program is quite straightforward and was given
in Ref. 11. We discuss here a few methodological details.

To facilitate the generation of Gaussian distributed aux-
iliary densities, we perform a Cholesky factorization of the
two-electron-integral matrixV:

V5LLT, ~2.6!

where LIK is a lower triangular matrix in theI, J indices
~please refer to Appendix A for explanation of these nota-
tions!. Since the matrixV is in practice usually not positive
definite due to numerical round-offs, care must be exercised
when performing this factorization. In order to derive an ex-
pression withL instead ofV we change the variable of inte-
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gration froms to Ls. Thus, the rotated Gaussian weight is
transformed to an efficacious Gaussian weight:

e2~1/2!sTVsDb→e2~1/2!sTsDb. ~2.7!

The operator, including the contour shift, becomes

ei ~s2 ia!TVr̂Db→ei ~s2 i ã !TLTr̂Db, ~2.8!

where ã5LTa. The importance of this procedure is that it
replaces expensive diagonalization by a more numerically
efficacious Cholesky factorization.

Another effective method is related to the expensive pro-
cedure of the two-electron repulsion energy calculation^V&
5^FLuVuFR&, where FL is a constant matrix andFR

changes at each Monte Carlo~MC! iteration. A naive calcu-
lation necessitates the use of the fullVi jkl matrix is numeri-
cally expensive. Utilizing the fact thatFL is always the same
determinant, we can save considerable memory and speed by
the following scheme. We first write

^V&5(
ab

Ne

(
i jkl

N

LiaRj a~Vi jkl 2Vilk j !LkbRlb , ~2.9!

where theLia (Ria) denote the coefficient of thei th MO in
the ath orbital of the determinantFL (FR). Defining
Wjl ab5( ik

NbLia (Vi jkl 2Vilk j )Lkb , a quantity which can be
calculated just once before the MC iterations begin, we find

^V&5(
ab

Ne

(
j l

N

Rj aWl j abRlb . ~2.10!

Using this equation in place of Eq.~2.9! during the mul-
titude of MC iterations is numerically efficacious.

Finally, we comment on the use of memory. When the
memory needed by theL5matrix is prohibitive, it is possible
to store it on disk and structure the loops of AFMC in such a
way as to minimize the number of reads needed simply by
performing parallel sampling, i.e., sampling severals’s at
once. This makes the penalty of disk access negligible.

D. Estimation of the ‘‘statistical error’’

Next, we discuss the estimation of the SE. The procedure
is based on statistical theory and we briefly review it for our
purposes here. Each MC iteration yields a resultsa i ( i
51,...,I ) which is a sample of the random variableA. This
random variable is distributed in an unknown fashion with an
expectation valuêA& and varianceS(A)2. We want to use
the samplesa i to estimatê A& and we want determine the
accuracy of this estimate~the SE!. We first group the results
to a small number~J! of groupsI j , j 51,...,J, of NJ5I /J
members. We then define the mean ofA for each group:

ā j5
1

NJ
(
i PI j

a i . ~2.11!

These estimates can be viewed as samples of a new ran-
dom variableĀ, defined as

Ā5
1

NJ
(
j 51

J

Aj , ~2.12!

whereAj are random variables which are distributed identi-
cally to A. The central limit theorem asserts that~in the limit
of largeNJ) the random variableĀ is distributed according
to a Gaussian distribution, with the same expectation value
as that ofA, ^Ā&5^A& and variance which is smaller by a
factor ANj :S(Ā)25S(A)2/ANJ.

We haveJ samplesā j , j 51,...,J, from this distribution
and we use them to obtain ag-confidence interval for̂A&. ~A
g-confidence interval is a smallest interval@a,b# for which
there isg probability that^A& is in @a,b#.! According to stan-
dard statistical theory this interval is@a2SE,a1SE# where

ā5
1

J (
j 51

J

ā j'^A& ~2.13!

and

SE5t ~J21!,~12g!/23A 1

J~J21! (j 51

J

~aJ2ā !2, ~2.14!

where td f ,p is the Studentt distribution. For a confidence
interval of g590% andJ55, t52.13, while for a confi-
dence interval ofg595%, t52.77. Equations~2.11!, ~2.13!,
and~2.14! are the working equations. We useJ55 and con-
fidenceg590% in all calculations of this article.

III. RESULTS ON MODEL SYSTEMS

In this section we report a few computational results that
demonstrate the performance of multi-determinantal AFMC.
We study two systems: the hydrogen molecule bond stretch
and the ethene torsional motion.

A. Ground and excited states of H 2 bond stretching

We consider here the ground and valence excited states
of H2 described within the cc-pVDZ basis. This basis facili-
tates full CI calculation, so the AFMC accuracy can be as-
sessed within this basis. The accuracy in absolute terms is
not large due to the limitations of the basis set. We use aK
56 determinantal space as follows:u1sg

2u, u1sg
11su

1u,
u1sg

11su
1u u1sg

12sg
1u, u1sg

12sg
1u, andu1su

2u. The orbitals are
taken from a Hartree–Fock treatment. These determinants
span a six-dimensional space which is composed of 4D
singlet12D triplet subspaces. The corresponding AMFC es-
timates for the energies of the eigenstates converge towards
the full CI limit as b increases. This is shown in Fig. 1,
where it is seen that the states are approached from above as
b grows from 0 to 5 au. For the low energy manifold the
multi-determinantal set already captures the main features of
the PES, and AFMC nicely corrects it to quantitative fit. For
the higher excitation energies AFMC is more effective as the
multi-determinantal fares less well. However, at some re-
gions, a quantitative fit requires a much largerb than we use.
It is difficult to enlargeb because the SE increases in re-
sponse~see the next section for a full discussion on this!. The
last singlet state is an extreme example. The reason that this
last state is not well converged is because other singlet states
of similar energies exist and have a near-degeneracy effect.
These are not described in the small six-dimensional space
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we chose. If the higher energy states are required, the deter-
minantal manifold must be enlarged for an effective treat-
ment.

A closer look for the low-lying states reveals that AFMC
is extremely effective at including the dynamical correlation
which is missing from the 6D determinantal space. In Fig. 2,
for example, the CI misses dynamic correlation energy of
almost 1 eV and AFMC restores it very nicely.

A close look at the higher excited states~Fig. 3! reveals
again that AFMC in combination with the determinantal
space is extremely effective. Indeed, even the approach to
the singlet–singlet avoided crossing is very effectively cor-
rected by AFMC.

These results show that the combination of AFMC with
a determinantal space that captures the salient features of
nondynamical correlation is an effective method for comput-
ing both ground and excited molecular states.

B. The ethylene excited states and torsional barrier

The ethylene molecule at its ground state is planar so
that the two CH2 groups, connected by a CvC double bond,
share the same plane. We consider the torsional motion
where one CH2 group rotates around the C–C bond. This
motion is described by a torsional angleu which has a value
u50 in the planar configuration~N! andu590° in the fully
vertical configuration (V). During the torsional motion we
freeze the bond-lengthsRCC51.334 A andRCH51.081 A
and the HCH angle isaHCH5117.4°.

In the planar~stable! configuration, the HOMO orbital of
this molecule is a sum of the two atomic orbitals~AOs! of
characterp on each carbon atom which are perpendicular to
the molecular plane. We name this orbital, rather loosely, the
p orbital. Accordingly, the LUMO is the difference between
these AOs and we name it, for obvious reasons, thep* or-
bital. Because the overlap between the two AOs decreases
monotonically with growingu, the p2p* orbital energy
difference decreases as well. Both reach zero at the vertical
(u590°) configuration where their axes are perpendicular.
This degeneracy in fact causes a breakdown of the Hartree–
Fock approximation and a proper description of the torsional
motion usually needs to be described by a multi-reference
method that take into account nondynamical correlation.1,38

In the present calculation, we freeze four core electrons
in their restricted Hartree–Fock core orbitals~mainly carbon
1s). Thus we correlate only the 12 valence electrons. We
work in a K54 space consisting of excitations from the
HOMO ‘‘ p’’ orbital to the LUMO ‘‘ p* ’’ orbital. The four
determinants composed ofu¯p2u, u¯pp* u, u¯p̄p* u, and
u¯(p* )2u form the determinantal space. The orbitals are
Hartree–Fock orbitals.

In Fig. 4 we show the ground state curves asb increases
from 0 @restricted Hartree–Fock~RHF!# to 4.5 au. The non-
dynamical correlation, allowed for by using the four deter-
minantal basis specified above, is clearly not enough to ob-
tain an even qualitatively correct PES. The AFMC iterations
damp the unphysical feature at the vertical configuration.
The computed barrier we obtain~without relaxation of the
barrier geometry! is 3.2 eV.

FIG. 1. Low lying excited state potential energy curves for H2 in the cc-
pVDZ basis set. The lines are full-CI results; large circles are theK56
result ~no AFMC!; small circles with statistical error bars areK56 AFMC
(b55 au).

FIG. 2. Close-up on the ground state potential curve of Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Close-up on a portion of the states depicted in Fig. 1.
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A quantity of experimental interest is the singlet–triplet
vertical excitation of ethylene~Fig. 5!.39–41 Our results, in
6-31G basis set, is 4.6560.1 eV, virtually identical to the
full CI estimation of Gemeinet al.,1 using multi-reference
configuration interaction method. Similar results of 4.4 eV
were obtained by Serrano-Andreset al.,2 using CASPT2 and
a much larger basis set. The results are also in agreement
with the recent QMC calculation of El Akramineet al.,34

which obtained 4.5 eV. All these calculated results are within
the experimental error bars of electron impact spectroscopic
measurements of van Veen.39 Yet, with exclusion of Ref. 2,
they are some;5%–10% above the value inferred from
electron energy loss spectroscopy.40,41

IV. WELL-TEMPERED AFMC

For any given basis set and value ofb, the quantities in
Eq. ~2.1! can be calculated by AFMC to within two con-
trolled approximations:42,43 the finite step-sizeDb ~whereL
is the number ofb steps! and the statistical error~SE!. We
depict the sources of errors in Fig. 6. It is seen that the finite
step-size error is always positive, i.e., it systematically con-
vergesfrom above. It is a controlled approximation~compu-

tational work islinear with L!. Formally, the finite step-size
error converges no slower thanO(Db) ~see Appendix A!. In
actual applications the observed convergence is much faster
than this. The SE is proportional toI 21/2 where I is the
number of iterations, so it too can be reduced indefinitely
simply by more sampling.

What happens whenDb decreases? Does that cause the
statistical error to grow? We study this in Fig. 7 where the SE
is plotted as a function ofb and Db. Essentially, it is seen
that the SE is independent ofDb.44

Consider now two extreme situations of applying the
scheme depicted in Eqs.~2.1! and~2.5!. It is well known that
when b50, taking $Fm%m51

K to contain the largest possible
set of linearly independent determinants~i.e., the ‘‘full-CI’’
limit ! will yield the essentially exact eigenenergies within a
give basis set. However, this is not a practical solution for
any but the smallest systems. Consider now the other ex-

FIG. 4. The potential energy curve, as a function of the torsion angleU as
computed by Hartree–Fock approximation and by AFMC at increasing val-
ues ofb.

FIG. 5. The singlet and triplet states of ethylene calculated within the 6-31G
basis set, using AFMC, atb54.5Eh

21. Number of MC iterations: 50 000.

FIG. 6. Three sources of errors in AFMC, shown for a calculation of H2 .
The finite step-size error converges asDb→0. The finiteb error diminishes
asb→`. The size of the statistical error~SE! is approximately that of the
fluctuations. The SE at a givenb is determined by the number of MC
iterationsI. For efficient applications a balance must be made between the
three sources.

FIG. 7. SE as a function ofb for several values of step sizeDb. The SE is
independent ofDb and grows asb.
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treme: take the minimal number of determinants,K5M , and
use an extremely large value ofb. This procedure too will
yield a formal solution to the problem, since the desired en-
ergies are obtained in the limitb→`. Yet, this solution is
impractical: the SE grows exponentially withb, as clearly
seen in Fig. 7.

We shall see now that the finiteb error is considerably
reduced by taking a multi-determinantal approach. Of
course, such an approach does not change the exponential
scaling, since for a systematic decrease of the error, an ex-
ponential increase of the dimensionK of the determinantal
space must follow. Yet, for a given target accuracy there is an
optimal balance between size of the determinantal space and
the value ofb. We conclude that the scheme of Eqs.~2.1!
and ~2.5! has a certain flexibility that enables to balance the
two extremes. For any given system, a good choice ofK,
$Fm%m51

K , and b will yield an accurate and efficient elec-
tronic structure method.

We demonstrate this point on a simple example, the H2

molecule at stretched bond length~Fig. 8!. The picture nicely
depicts two sources of AFMC errors—the deterministic
finite-b error and the statistical error~SE!. Two scaling cases
are considered: whenK51 andK56. In both cases, an in-
crease ofb steadily reduces the deterministic error. Yet the
statistical error grows withb as well. Eventually, atb
54.5 au the deterministic error is sufficiently reduced and
the SE is sufficiently blown up for a transition to occur: the
total error becomes dominated by the SE. There is no point
in increasingb at this stage. If better accuracy is required,
the increase ofb must be accompanied in an increase in the
number of iterationsI, for reducing the SE.

A well-tempered AFMC is obtained when a correct
choice of all convergence parameters is chosen. We show in
Table I an example of how the choice of parameters as a
function of target accuracy and dimension of determinantal
spaceK affects the numerical work. The superiority of the
K56 method for high accuracies is evident, as well as the
large increase in computational work necessary for better
accuracy. Because AFMC allows correlated sampling, a tar-

get accuracy of 0.001Eh in the absolute energy is often
enough to ensure chemical accuracy in properties~which in-
volve energy differences!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have examined multi-determinant
AFMC and analyzed the various convergence parameters of
a typical AFMC calculation. We have shown that for a given
b parameter the time-step error and the statistical errors are
controlled. The only uncontrolled parameter is thus the
b-parameter, which should be in principle taken to infinity.
This limit cannot be achieved in actual applications since it
causes exponential rise in the SE. The need for largeb is
only a result of low-lying excited states. These, however, can
be dealt with using a multi-determinant approach. Thus, the
combination of AFMC and multi-determinantal AFMC, in-
cluding well-tempered tuning of all the convergence param-
eters, is a requisite for good performance of the method.

Indeed, an important conclusion of the article is that cor-
rect tuning can lead to huge reduction in computational ef-
fort. We have also applied the method, using correlated sam-
pling to accurately compute the ground and excited state
potential energy curvesof hydrogen and ethylene within a
given basis set. In the latter we have shown that the method
can very effectively reduce the cusp at vertical geometry
which appears in Hartree–Fock and low-order determinantal
expansions. We have also calculated in a correlated manner
both the singlet and triple potential curves of the torsional
motion.

AFMC is a general method for including correlation and,
with a correct choice of determinantal space, it can be made
very efficient, too. It can build into a determinantal basis the
dynamical correlation which it misses. For a given accuracy
target the overall scaling is gentle@O(N4) where N is the
number of electrons or basis functions even when no linear
scaling methods are used45#. However, the prefactors are still
quite large and, in the future, a large effort must be invested
for reducing the prefactors.
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FIG. 8. The AFMC error in total energy in a stretched H2 molecule and the
relative statistical error bars. Two calculations are shown, one withK51
andK56. The ellipse indicates the region where the SE dominates.

TABLE I. Computational work as a function of the convergence parameters
K, L andDb. Results are forH2 at R51.2A.

Target accuracy
in absolute
energy (Eh) K Db ~au! b ~au!

Iterations
neededI

Relative numerical
work

SK3
b

Db
3ID

0.01 1 0.5 1.5 100 300
6 0.5 0.5 100 600

0.001 1 0.2 5 53105 43106

6 0.2 2.3 13103 33104

0.0001 1 0.1 10 53109 ~est.! 5.1011

6 0.1 4 53105 13108
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF AFMC THEORY

Why is this useful for electronic structure? For answer-
ing this, let us write the electronic Hamiltonian in second
quantized form:

Ĥ5(
i , j ,s

Ti j ĉis
† ĉ js1

1

2 (
i jkl ,ss8

Vi jkl ĉis
† ĉks8

† ĉls8ĉ js , ~A1!

where ĉi ,s
† ( ĉi ,s) is a creation~annihilation! operator of an

electron of spins in molecular orbitalf i(r ), i 51,...,N:

Ti j 5E f i* ~r !@2¹2/21vnuc~r !#f j~r ! d3r ~A2!

and

Vi jkl 5E E f i* ~r !f j~r !

3v~ ur2r 8u!fk* ~r 8!f l~r 8! dr dr8. ~A3!

Atomic units are used throughout. In Eq.~A2! vnuc(r ) is the
sum over all nuclei of the Coulombic attraction potentials
and in Eq.~A3! v(r )5e2/r is the Coulomb repulsion be-
tween electrons. The Hamiltonian of Eq.~A1! can be written
as

Ĥ5(
i j

t i j r̂ i j 1
1

2 ( r̂ i j Vi jkl r̂kl , ~A4!

where r̂ i j 5(s5↑↓ĉis
† ĉ js is the single-particle-density-matrix

operator andt i j 5Ti j 2
1
2( lVill j . It is worthwhile to introduce

a shorthand notationI 5( i j ) ~I is an index ofN2 compo-
nents!, with which the Hamiltonian of Eq.~A4! is written as

Ĥ5tTr̂1 1
2r̂

TVr̂. ~A5!

We use here the notation

ATB5(
I

AIBI . ~A6!

The real matrixVIK defined in Eq.~A1! is in fact ‘‘posi-
tive definite,’’ thus for any real M-vectors,

sTVs.0. ~A7!

We now consider the practical evaluation Boltzmann op-

eratore2bĤ. As usual with all quantum path integral meth-
ods, the first step is to break up to a product ofL time steps:

e2bĤ5e2DbĤ
¯e2DbĤ ~A8!

with Db5b/L. Let us now consider a single step operating

with e2DbĤ on a determinantal wavefunctionF
5ci 1

†
¯ci Ne

† u0& ~we suppress the spin indices for clarity!. For

this, let us further approximate

e2DbĤF'e2~1/2!rTVr̂Dbe2DbtTr̂F. ~A9!

The approximation becomes exact as fast asDb2 goes to
zero@since there areL steps, the total error this introduces is
actually O(Db)]. The first operator is an exponential of a
one-electron operator, and is easily applied as we now show.
We first Taylor expand the expressione2sŷx̂esŷ, obtaining

e2sŷx̂esŷ5 x̂1@ ŷ,x̂#s1
1

2!
@ ŷ,@ ŷ,x̂##s2

1
1

3!
@ ŷ,@ ŷ,@ ŷ,x̂###s31¯ . ~A10!

We want to apply Eq.~A10! for the caseŷ5DbtTr̂ and
x̂5 ĉi

† . For this, we use the commutation relation

@ ĉ j
†ĉk ,ĉi

†#5d ikĉ j
† , ~A11!

from which

@ tTr̂,ĉi
†#5(

j
t i j cj

† ,

~A12!

@ tTr̂,@ tTr̂,ĉi
†##5(

j
~ t2! i j ĉ j

† ,

@where the definition (t2) i j 5(kt iktk j is used#. Equations
~A10!–~A12! show that

e2DbtTr̂ĉi
†eDbtTr̂5(

j
~e2Dbt! i j ĉ j

†[d̂i
†~Db!. ~A13!

It is evident thatd̂i
† simply creates an electron in the molecu-

lar orbital

c i~r !5(
j

~e2Dbt! i j f j~r !, ~A14!

Thus, the operation ofe2DbtTr̂ on a determinant is again a
determinant, of new molecular orbitals, computed by Eq.
~A14!:

e2DbtTr̂uF&5e2DbtTr̂ĉi 1
†
¯ ĉi Ne

† u0&5d̂i 1
†
¯d̂i Ne

† u0&

[uC~Db!&. ~A15!

The next problem is the operation ofe2Dbr̂TVr̂ on the
determinantC~Db!. Here, in general, the result is a long and
unyielding sum of determinants. This sum can be written as
a functional integral, using Eq.~2.3!:

e2Db~1/2!r̂TVr̂uC&5AdetFVDb

2p G
3E e2~1/2!sTVsDbeisTVr̂DbuC&dN2

s.

~A16!

The operation on the determinant is now a sum of operation
of single-particle evolutions with an auxiliary electron den-
sity s. The integral is a weighted sum over all possible den-
sitiess i j and the weight is Gaussiane2(1/2)sTVsDb. Thus, we
may write this scheme as a weighted average, taking into
account all the segments and, closing from the left with an
arbitrary determinant, we have

^Uue2ĤDbuC&5N^^Uu`̂ei *sT~b!Vr̂dbuC&&s~b,VDb! ,
~A17!
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where `̂ is the path ordering operator, N
5 (1/2)*Tr ln@(V(b))db/2p# ~in obvious notation! and the average is
weighted by e2(1/2)*sT(b)Vs(b)db and normalized accord-
ingly.

APPENDIX B: THE CONTOUR SHIFT

While formally correct, the expression in Eq.~A17! is
not very useful because any application suffers from large
random noises. This is explained in Ref. 24, where the solu-
tion, developed by Rom and Neuhauser,23 is described in
detail. The result of the analysis is that for any ‘‘density
shift’’ a i j (b), the following modified AFMC formula is
equivalent to~A17!:

^Uue2ĤDbuC&

5N8^^Uu`̂ei *~s~b!2 ia~b!!TVr̂dbuC&&s~b,VDb! , ~B1!

where N85 (1/2)*@Tr ln(V(b)db/2p)1aTVadb#. In Ref. 24 it is
shown why taking the mean field density reduces the statis-
tical fluctuations. We find that often taking ab-dependent
shift a i j 5^Cur̂ i j uC& is very effective.
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